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Abstract—This paper focuses on the radar cross section (RCS)
reduction for the three-dimensional object with anisotropic impedance
coating. In this work, a genetic algorithm is adopted to optimize the
RCS of the anisotropic impedance object in desired angle range. The
surface impedances are considered as the optimized parameters and
the scattering of the object is computed by the PO method. The
optimization process is demonstrated by considering the RCS reduction
of two typical targets: the cone and the cone/cylinder composite
structure. It is found that the optimization process can reduce the
RCS of the targets remarkably and the anisotropic impedance coating
has better RCS reduced effect than the isotropic impedance coating.

1. INTRODUCTION

Radar cross section (RCS) reduction of various objects is the key
technique in radar counterwork and is of great importance in military
fields [1–13]. Two major means for radar cross section (RCS) reduction
is shaping and radar absorbing material (RAM) coating. The RAM
absorbs the incident radar wave and reduces the return wave. Coating
the object with anisotropic RAM can not only absorb the incident
radar wave, but also redistribute the scattering energy in the whole
space by adjusting the principal axis of the anisotropic material.
For most anisotropic coated objects, the surface boundary can be
approximated by anisotropic impedance boundary condition (IBC).
The electromagnetic problems involving with anisotropic IBC have
† The first author is also with Wuhan Maritime Communication Research Institute, Wuhan
430079, China.
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been of interest for a long time. The diffraction of the impedance
wedge was studied firstly by Maliuzhinets [14]. Based on Maliuzhinets’
method, the UTD technique for anisotropic impedance wedge was
established and improved by Manara et al. [15], Pelosi et al. [16],
and Yuan et al. [17] successively. A MM/PO hybrid method was
presented to model the currents of an infinite wedge with tensor
impedance boundary conditions by Bilow [18] and the improvement to
this problem was made by Gong et al. [19]. For the three-dimensional
problems, a physical optics technique for anisotropic impedance flat
plates was presented by Pelosi et al. [20]. However, the corresponding
inverse problem, the optimization of the scattering characteristics
for the anisotropic impedance target, was rarely investigated in the
published literatures.

The purpose of this paper is to reduce the RCS of the targets
with anisotropic impedance surface by using genetic algorithm (GA)
for optimization. The GA has been used widely in electromagnetic
optimization problem [21–25]. A RCS reduction process for RAM
based on GA has been proposed by Mosallaei et al. [26], where the
material parameters and thickness were optimized for the canonical
targets coated with multilayered lossy material. In this presented
work, the surface impedances and the direction of the principal
anisotropic axis are considered as the optimized parameters, while
the PO technique proposed by Pelosi et al. [20] is adopted as the
forward-arithmetic to model the RCS of the targets. As a comparison,
the optimization of RCS for the isotropic impedance object is also
presented in this paper. It is observed that the anisotropic impedance
coating has better RCS reduction than the isotropic impedance
coating.

In the following section, the GA optimization process and the
PO technique for the anisotropic impedance targets is summarized. In
Section 3, the optimization process will be demonstrated by considering
two typical examples. The conclusion of this paper and the proposition
for further investigation are stated in Section 4.

2. RCS REDUCTION FOR IMPEDANCE TARGETS
BASED ON GA AND PO

An anisotropic impedance object illuminated by a monochromatic
electromagnetic plane wave is considered as shown in Fig. 1. In order
to describe the anisotropy on the surface of the object, a local reference
frame (x, y, z) is assumed, in which the x, y are selected as the tangent
vectors and the z is the out normal vector. The principal axes are
named with u and v, as shown in Fig. 2. The axis u is deflected from
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Figure 1. Anisotropic impedance object illuminated by an EM plane
wave.

Figure 2. The local referenced coordinates x, y on the surface of
the target and the principal directions u, v of the anisotropic surface
impedance. x, y are selected as the tangent vectors of the surface.

the axis x with an angle α which is named as the principal angle in
the following.

In Pelosi’s work [20], only the special case that the principal
directions parallel to the referenced coordinates was considered. For
an arbitrary three-dimensional target, this limitation always can not
be satisfied. The PO expressions for the general case in which
the principal directions are deflected from the referenced coordinates
should be investigated.

Within the local reference frame xoy, the surface impedance can
be defined as, [

Ex

Ey

]
=

[
Zxx Zxy

Zyx Zyy

] [
−Hy

Hx

]
(1)

while the surface impedance can also be defined within the principal
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coordinates uov as, [
Eu

Ev

]
=

[
Zuu 0
0 Zvv

] [
−Hv

Hu

]
(2)

The coordinates transform relationship can be written as follows,[
Eu

Ev

]
=

[
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα

] [
Ex

Ey

]
(3)[

−Hv

Hu

]
=

[
cosα sinα
− sinα cosα

] [
−Hy

Hx

]
(4)

Then, the surface impedance within the reference frame xoy can be
formulated as[
Zxx Zxy

Zyx Zyy

]
=

[
cos2 αZuu + sin2 αZvv cosα sinα(Zuu − Zvv)
cosα sinα(Zuu − Zvv) cos2 αZvv + sin2 αZuu

]
(5)

With the same techniques presented in [20], the PO currents in
the illuminating region of the target’s surface can be formulated as
follows

⇀

J
PO

s =
1
Z0

[
(1 −R22)Ei

⊥ −R21E
i
//

]
cos θ0ê⊥

+
1
Z0

[
R12E

i
⊥ + (1 +R11)Ei

//

]
(n̂× ê⊥) (6)

⇀

J
PO

ms =
[
(1 −R11)Ei

// −R12E
i
⊥
]
cos θ0ê⊥

−
[
R21E

i
// + (1 +R22)Ei

⊥
]
(n̂× ê⊥) (7)

where Z0 is the free-space intrinsic impedance. R = [R11, R12;R21, R22]
is the tensor reflect coefficient of the anisotropic surface. The meaning
of the parameters and the detailed formulation for the reflect coefficient
are described in the Appendix.

For a complex target, the surface can be meshed with planar
triangle patches, and the total scattering fields can be seen as the
sum of the contribution from every patch. By using the Gordon’s
method [20, 27], the PO approximation of the scattered electric field of
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each patch can be expressed as
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where ⇀
r c is the center of the triangle patch and

⇀

Jes0,
⇀

Jms0 are the
currents at the center. In (8), r̂ defines the direction of observation,
⇀
rn and ⇀

rn+1 are the start point and the end point of the nth edge of
the triangle patch, ⇀

w and ⇀
w

∗
are the vectors defined in [20, 27].

In radar engineering, the RCS of targets in some special angle
region, for example, the nose direction of the fighter plane is of the
most interest and expected to be reduced for avoiding the enemy radar.
The requirement of the RCS reduction for the anisotropic impedance
target can be expressed to search the maximum of the following object
function,

F (Zuu, Zvv, α) =
1

N∑
n=1

[σ (θn, ϕn)]2
(9)

where N is the number of samples in the concerned angle region. σ is
the monostatic RCS and Zuu, Zvv, α are the surface impedance and
the principal angle.

The GA optimization process is applied in this work to search the
maximum of (9). Since the optimized parameters in the GA should
be real number, the optimized parameters can be set as: Real(Zuu),
Imag(Zuu), Real(Zvv), Imag(Zvv), α. If the target is divided into M
regions and coated with different anisotropic impedance material in
each region, the total number of optimized parameters will be M × 5.

The flow chart of the GA is shown in Fig. 4. First, L random
solutions are created as the original colony. Then, calculate the object
function for every chromosome, and select the chromosome which
has the highest fitness as the best individual. The remainder L-
1 chromosomes are undergone the operators of selection, cross and
aberrance, and form the new colony with the best individual of previous
generation. This process will be repeated for the new colony until
the scheduled number of evolutional time D is reached. When the
recurrence is end, select the best individual in the final colony and
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the genetic algorithm.

output it as the optimized solution. In this study, the size of the
colony L is chosen as 100, and the number of the evolutional time D
is also chosen as 100.

3. EXAMPLES OF RCS REDUCTION FOR TYPICAL
TARGETS

In this section, examples of RCS reduction for two typical targets are
presented. By the two examples, the procedure of RCS reduction based
on GA and PO for anisotropic impedance targets is demonstrated,
and the difference of RCS reduction effect between the anisotropic
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) The anisotropic impedance cone and (b) the
corresponding local reference frame.

Figure 5. The convergence of the GA process.

impedance coating and the isotropic impedance coating is shown.

3.1. RCS Reduction for a Cone

The head of many aircrafts, which has the most important effect on
the back-scattering in nose direction, can be approximated by a cone.
So the RCS reduction procedure starts from this typical target. As
shown in Fig. 4, an impedance cone is illuminated by a plane wave with
parallel polarization. The height of the cone is 10λ0, and the radius of
the bottom is 4λ0. The local reference coordinates on the surface of
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Table 1. The optimized results of the anisotropic surface impedance
for the cone.

optimized parameters values
Zuu (0.48 − 0.0342j)Z0

Zvv (2.53 + 0.23j)Z0

α α = 182◦

the cone are shown in Fig. 4(b). The RCS within ±30◦ around the nose
direction is expected to be reduced by the optimization, considering
the impedance surface as the optimized parameters.

The convergent process of the GA optimization process for this
example is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the GA process reaches
its optimized value after about 50 iterative steps. The optimized results
of the surface impedance are listed in Table 1. The real part of the
surface impedance is the surface resistance which represents the loss
of the surface, and the image part is the surface reactance while the
positive sign means the inductive surface and the negative sign means
the capacitive surface.

In order to compare the RCS reduction effect between the
anisotropic coating and the isotropic coating, the optimization for
an isotropic impedance cone is also completed, where the surface
impedance is the only optimized parameter and the optimized result
gives Zs = (0.767 − 0.083j)Z0.

Figure 6. RCS of the cone with different surface: PEC, optimized
anisotropic impedance and optimized isotropic impedance.
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Figure 7. RCS of the anisotropic impedance cones with different
principal axis direction.

The RCS of the cone with PEC surface, with optimized anisotropic
impedance surface, and that with optimized isotropic impedance
surface are shown in Fig. 6 simultaneously where 0◦ refered to the
nose direction. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that both the optimized
anisotropic coating and isotropic coating reduce the RCS evidently
within the angle range ±30◦. Compared to the isotropic coating,
the anisotropic coating has better RCS reduction effect within ±20◦,
especially at the nose direction where the anisotropic coating has more
than 10 dB advantage than the isotropic coating. However, during the
angle region 20◦–30◦ departing from the nose direction, the RCS of
the anisotropic coating is a little higher than the isotropic coating. It
can be explained that the anisotropic coating distributes the scattering
energy of the peak at 0◦ to a wide-angle region. Since the RCS of the
anisotropic coating and isotropic coating are both very low (< 15 dB)
in 20◦–30◦ and −30◦–20◦, the RCS reduction effect of the anisotropic
coating is better than the isotropic impedance coating in the angle
region that we care about.

RCS of the anisotropic impedance cones with different principal
angle α are analyzed to demonstrate the effect of direction of the
principal axis. The results are shown in Fig. 7, in which the surface
impedances along the principal axis are the same as given in Table 1.
It is can be seen that the principal axis has important effect on the
scattering of the target.
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Figure 8. Composite structure of a cone and a cylinder. The
local reference frames are marked as (x1, y1, n1) and (x2, y2, n2)
respectively.

3.2. RCS Reduction for the Composite Structure of a Cone
and a Cylinder

The composite structure of a cone and a cylinder, as shown in Fig. 8,
is considered. This structure can be used to approximate the shape of
the ballistic missile. The height of the cone is 10λ0, the length of the
cylinder is 30λ0, and the radius of the bottom is 4λ0. The ballistic
missile will welter when it is flying, so it is necessary to consider
the RCS reduction for the radar wave with arbitrary polarization.
For an arbitrary polarization, it can be decomposed into the parallel
polarization part and the vertical polarization part. If a target has low
RCS for both parallel polarization and vertical polarization, it will have
low RCS for the radar wave with arbitrary polarization. Therefore, we
can assume the polarization angle of the incident wave is 45◦ when the
parallel polarization part and the vertical polarization part are equal.
Then the object function (9) is modified as following

F (Zuu, Zvv, α) =
1

N∑
n=1

(
σ2

// + σ2
⊥
) (10)

where σ// and σ⊥ are the RCS contributed from parallel part and
vertical part of the scattering fields respectively.

The optimized results for the anisotropic impedance coating and
the isotropic coating are listed in Table 2 simultaneously. The RCS
reduction effect of the two kind of coating is shown in Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 respectively. And the comparison of RCS reduction within
±30◦ around the nose direction is given in Fig. 11.

It can be seen from the results that the optimized impedance
surface can reduce the RCS both for the parallel polarization and
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Table 2. The optimized results of the anisotropic surface impedance
and isotropic surface impedance for the composite structure of cone
and cylinder.

Anisotropic impedance coating Isotropic impedance coating 

Zuu1 (2.1+0.1j)Z0

Zvv1 (0.5+0.004j)Z0on the cone
α1 89.3

Zs1 (0.89-0.03j)Z0

Zuu2 (0.38-0.006j)Z0

Zvv2 (6.5+0.45j)Z0on the cylinder
α2 1.8

Zs2 (0.57+0.03j)Z0

Figure 9. RCS reduction effect of the anisotropic impedance coating
to the composite structure of cone and cylinder for radar wave with
parallel polarization and vertical polarization respectively.

the vertical polarization. The results show that the anisotropic
impedance coating has the better RCS reduction effect than the
isotropic impedance coating for radar wave with arbitrary polarization,
especially when it is near to the nose direction.

Although the RCS optimization process describes above is
implemented at a single frequency, it also can obtain good RCS
reduction effect in a relative broad frequency range. The RCS
reduction effect of the anisotropic impedance coating listed in Table 2
for different frequency is demonstrated in Fig. 12. The radar wave is
assumed as parallel polarization. In Fig. 12a, the frequency is 0.8f0
and in Fig. 12b the frequency is 1.2f0, where f0 is the center frequency
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Figure 10. RCS reduction effect of the isotropic impedance coating
to the composite structure of cone and cylinder for radar wave with
parallel polarization and vertical polarization respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Comparing of the RCS reduction between anisotropic
coating and isotropic coating for the composite structure of cone and
cylinder. Incident radar wave: (a) parallel polarization; (b) vertical
polarization.

on which the impedance coating is optimized. It can be seen that the
anisotropic impedance coating has good RCS reduction effect in at
least 40% relative broadband.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12. RCS reduction effect of the anisotropic coating listed in
Table 2 for different frequency.

4. CONCLUSION

The RCS reduction procedure based on the PO and GA technique was
presented in this paper to optimize the impedance parameters of the
target’s surface. The optimization process was demonstrated by two
examples and the RCS reduction effect was demonstrated. It is found
that the anisotropic impedance coating has better RCS reduction effect
than the isotropic impedance coating within the angle region around
the nose direction, which is of most interest in radar engineering. The
RCS reduction in wide-band frequency region is not involved here and
will be investigated in our next study.
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APPENDIX A.

In this appendix, the PO currents of an anisotropic impedance plate
illuminated by plane wave are presented. Firstly, a radial coordinate as
shown in Fig. A1 is established and the accessorial vectors are defined
as,

ê⊥ =
î× n̂∣∣∣̂i× n̂∣∣∣ ; êi// = ê⊥ × î; êr// = ê⊥ × r̂ (A1)

Figure A1. The radial coordinate and the accessorial vectors.

The incident and reflect fields can be decomposed into parallel
polarization part and vertical polarization part which can be written
as

⇀

Ei = Ei
//ê

i
// + Ei

⊥ê⊥;
⇀

H i = H i
//ê

i
// +H i

⊥ê⊥ (A2)
⇀

Er = Er
//ê

r
// + Er

⊥ê⊥;
⇀

Hr = Hr
//ê

r
// +Hr

⊥ê⊥ (A3)

Using the reflect coefficients of the plate, the relation between
reflect fields and incident fields can be written as,[
Er

//

Er
⊥

]
=

[
R11 R12

R21 R22

] [
Ei

//

Ei
⊥

]
;

[
Hr

⊥
Hr

//

]
=

[
R11 −R12

−R21 R22

] [
H i

⊥
H i

//

]
(A4)

Introduce a unitary accessorial vector τ̂ which is the projection of
the vector êi// on the plate as shown in Fig. A2(a). According to the
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(a) (b)

Figure A2. Geometry of the local reference coordinates and the
incident direction. (a) Three-dimension; (b) on the xoy plane.

Fig. A2(b), the coordinates transform relationship can be written as
following,[
E⊥
Eτ

]
=

[
cosχ sinχ
− sinχ cosχ

] [
Ey

Ex

]
;

[
H⊥
Hτ

]
=

[
cosχ sinχ
− sinχ cosχ

] [
Hy

Hx

]
(A5)

Utilizing Equations (A2–A5) and the anisotropic IBC Equa-
tion (1), it can be obtained the expressions of the reflect coefficients as
following,

R11 =
D cos2 θ0 −AD cos θ0 +BC cos θ0 − cos θ0 +A
D cos2 θ0 +AD cos θ0 −BC cos θ0 − cos θ0 −A

(A6a)

R12 =
−2B cos θ0

D cos2 θ0 +AD cos θ0 −BC cos θ0 − cos θ0 −A
(A6b)

R12 =
−2C cos θ0

D cos2 θ0 +AD cos θ0 −BC cos θ0 − cos θ0 −A
(A6c)

R11 =
D cos2 θ0 +AD cos θ0 −BC cos θ0 + cos θ0 +A
D cos2 θ0 +AD cos θ0 −BC cos θ0 − cos θ0 −A

(A6d)
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where

A =
1
Z0

(
Zxx sin2χ+Zyy cos2χ−Zxy sinχcosχ−Zyx sinχcosχ

)
(A7a)

B =
1
Z0

(
Zxy sin2χ−Zyx cos2χ+Zxx sinχcosχ−Zyy sinχcosχ

)
(A7b)

C =
1
Z0

(
Zxy sin2χ−Zyx cos2χ+Zxx sinχcosχ−Zyy sinχcosχ

)
(A7c)

D = − 1
Z0

(
Zyy sin2χ+Zxx cos2χ+Zxy sinχcosχ+Zyx sinχcosχ

)
(A7d)

When the principal directions are parallel to the reference
coordinates, Zxy and Zyx are vanished and the expressions of reflect
coefficients will be degenerated to the same form as in [8].
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